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1 IntrodutionIn this paper we deal with the \on-line spae-bounded," or \streaming" model of omputation,a model where a mahine of bounded memory reeives its input on a read-only tape, with one-way aess. The goal is to design algorithms whose memory use is onsiderably shorter than thelength of the input. In algorithm design, this model aptures several settings where the inputdata is very large (hene it is infeasible to store in memory the entire input) and it is read, or\disovered" sequentially [AMS99, FKSV99, HRR99℄. In omplexity theory, this model apturesthe way probabilisti spae-bounded algorithms use their randomness, so that pseudorandomnessin the spae-bounded setting has (non-uniform) \streaming algorithms" as \adversaries."We onsider the tasks of omputing four fundamental primitives in this model: universal hashfuntions, error-orreting odes, randomness extrators and dispersers, and we present (mostlytight) lower bounds and expliit onstrutions.MotivationFrom an algorithmi perspetive, streaming proedures for hash funtions and error-orretingodes are basi primitives that may be useful for a variety of streaming appliations. In fat,most streaming algorithms today (e.g., [AMS99, FKSV99℄) make ruial use of hash funtions.Error-orreting odes that admit spae-eÆient online enoding and deoding are important whenhaving to transmit large amounts of data over a fast but unreliable hannel. If the data is gen-erated ontinuously on the y, then online enoding eliminates the need to store the data beforetransmitting it. Online deoding allows one to proess the reeived data without having to store itbeforehand; this may result in large savings of spae beause the enoded data is frequently muhlarger than the message it enodes.From a omplexity-theoreti perspetive, extrators and dispersers are important pseudorandom-ness and derandomization tools. They were used in the design of pseudorandom generators forspae-bounded omputations (expliitly in [NZ96, RR99℄ and impliitly in [Nis92℄), and they areroughly equivalent to randomness-eÆient proedures to redue the error-probability in proba-bilisti algorithms. Randomness of spae-bounded omputations is assumed to arrive in a stream(written on a one-way random tape); this neessitates some of the pseudorandomness and deran-domization proedures designed for suh omputations to admit online spae-bounded implemen-tations.Roughly speaking, an extrator is a proedure Ext(�; �) with two inputs, where the seond input(also alled the seed) is typially logarithmially shorter than the �rst input; the property is thatif the �rst input omes from a distribution of suÆiently large entropy, and the seed is uniformlydistributed, then the output of the proedure (whih is shorter than the �rst input but still expo-nentially longer than the seed) is almost uniformly distributed. We think of an online extrator asa proedure with two one-way input tapes (one per input) and limited memory. To redue errorprobability in spae-bounded probabilisti algorithms, one needs online extrators in a slightly dif-ferent model: the algorithm has one input tape for the �rst input x, and must produe the list ofoutputs Ext(x; s) for all possible values of the seond input s. Bar-Yossef et al. [BGW99℄ prove a1



strong spae lower bound in this setting, but not in the more general setting where the algorithmhas two tapes. If the �rst input has length n, the seed has length d, the output has length m, andthe output is almost uniform provided the �rst input has entropy k, then [BGW99℄ prove that,in their model, the omputation uses memory at least, roughly, m � d. A disperser D(�; �) is aweaker type of extrator, suh that if the �rst input has suÆiently large entropy, and the seed isuniform, then the output hits with non-zero probability every set of suÆiently large density. The[BGW99℄ lower bound also applies to dispersers. We remark that extrators (and, for a strongerreason, dispersers) an be omputed in logarithmi spae assuming one has two-way aess to theinput [HR00℄.PerspetiveVery strong onnetions are known between the ombinatorial objets disussed in this paper.To ite some examples, it is a matter of folklore that one an get hash funtions with low ollisionprobability from error-orreting odes (by enoding the input and projeting it to a small set ofoordinates { an example of this approah an be seen in [Mil98℄); error-orreting odes are usedin the extrator onstrution of [Tre99℄, and in several more reent onstrutions [RRV99, ISW00,RSW00, TZS01, SU01℄; hash funtions are also extrators, as follows from the Leftover HashLemma [HILL99℄; error-orreting odes with strong list-deodability properties an be derivedfrom extrators [TZ01℄.While there is no known equivalene, or transformation, between extrators and dispersers, thereare several results pointing to a substantial equivalene between \randomization with one-sidederror" and \randomization with two-sided error," the former being the setting of dispersers, and thelatter being the setting of extrators. For example, it is known that \hitting set generators" (thatare somewhat the \omputational" version of dispersers) an be used to derandomize algorithmswith two-sided error (a task for whih it formerly appeared that \pseudorandom generators," the\omputational" version of extrators, were needed) [ACR98, BF99, GW99, GVW00℄. In fat, theresults of [GW99, GVW00℄ have an information-theoreti interpretation that says that dispersersan be onverted into \samplers," that are almost, but not quite, extrators. Upper and lowerbounds for extrators and dispersers show that essentially the same parameters are ahievable forthe two objets, and even the results of [BGW99℄ do not di�erentiate between the two.For hash funtions and error-orreting odes, we were very interested in the question of whetherreasonably spae-eÆient algorithms ould exist. As we state below, the answer is aÆrmative forhash funtions, while it is ompletely negative for error-orreting odes.However, more generally, our main interest was to look at these tightly related objets under thelens of a very restritive model of omputation, and see what happens of their onnetions. Aswe state below, we give a strong (exponential, in the ase of long seed) separation between thespae suÆient to ompute dispersers and the spae neessary to ompute extrators. Our resultsalso show the extreme di�erenes in power between seemingly similar models of spae-boundedomputation. We show how to onstrut online dispersers with exponentially less memory than inthe [BGW99℄ setting (that had one input tape, and the outputs had to be \enumerated" over allvalues for the seond input), and we show a lower bound for extrators with one-way tapes that is2



exponentially bigger than the spae needed with a two-way tape in the [HR00℄ onstrution.Finally, the generation of high-quality randomness from biased soures is a very important pratialproblem, that does arise in settings for whih the streaming model is an appropriate formalization.In suh ases, one is probably not interested in the randomness extrators satisfying the strongde�nition used in this paper (that need the uniform seond input), but rather in faster deterministiextrators that (for speial lasses of distributions) diretly onvert a biased streaming input into analmost uniform output stream (f. [TV00℄). It would probably be very interesting to study whihlasses of distributions admitting polynomial time deterministi extrators also have spae-eÆientstreaming extrators. Our work hopefully prepares the terrain for the treatment of suh questions.Our ResultsFor error-orreting odes mapping k bits into n bits, and that are able to orret at least Æk errors,we prove that both the enoding and the deoding proedures must use memory 
(Æk). The boundan be mathed trivially by dividing the input into O(1=Æ) bloks, and enoding eah blok witha ode of onstant rate and onstant relative minimum distane. These results are desribed inSetion 7.For universal hash funtions mapping n bits into m bits, our spae lower bound is roughlym. (Thisbound follows also from the time-spae tradeo�s of Mansour et al. [MNT93℄ and the ommuniation-spae tradeo�s of Beame et al. [BTY94℄. Our bound has the advantage of being appliable also toalmost-universal hash funtion.) The bound an be ahieved by linear hash funtions. If the outputis onsiderably shorter than the input, this an be a signi�ant saving. Using almost-universal hashfuntions, whih admit O(m + log n)-sized desriptions, one an evaluate suh hash funtions onmany inputs using spae O(m+ log n). The lower bound for hash funtions follows from the lowerbound for extrators and from the Leftover Hash Lemma. These results are desribed in Setion 4(lower bound) and Setion 5 (upper bound).Our main results are the lower bound for extrators and the onstrution of dispersers. Combined,they show an unusual \separation" between the two ombinatorial objets, and o�er fresh insights.For extrators where the �rst input has length n, the seed has length d, the output has length m,and the output is uniform assuming the �rst input has entropy k, our lower bound has two ases.If k � n=2, i.e. if the extrator works with inputs of relatively small entropy, then we prove thatthe memory has to be at least, roughly, m� d. This is mathed by areful implementations of theextrators of Trevisan and of Raz et al. [Tre99, RRV99℄.If k > n=2, then the lower bound is roughly (m� d)(n� k)=n, whih we an math with a spae-eÆient implementation of random walks on expanders (using ideas from [BGW99℄).These results are desribed in Setion 3 (lower bounds) and Setion 5 (upper bounds).The proof uses the idea that after looking at a blok of the input of size n�k, the extrator annotbe sure it has seen any randomness (beause the k bits of entropy ould be \onentrated" in theremaining part of the input), and so it an only output bits from the memory or from the seed.For k � n=2, we an say that the extrator annot output anything while looking at the �rst n=23



bits, and it an only output randomness that is in the state or in the seed afterwards. While theintuition is lear, the atual proof requires onsiderable tehnial work.For dispersers and for k � n=2, we show that it is possible to use memory about m=` and seedd = O(` log n) for every parameter `. The idea is to randomly partition the input into ` bloks, insuh a way that eah blok still ontains suÆiently large entropy, and then use memory m=` toextrat randomness from eah blok. A good partition will be found with low probability, but this isompatible with the de�nition of disperser. The onstrution and its analysis, presented in Setion6, utilize ideas from previous onstrutions of extrators and dispersers [NZ96, SSZ98, Ta-96, Ta-98℄.2 PreliminariesIn this setion we de�ne online extrators, dispersers, universal hash funtions, and error-orretingodes. We then review some tools from Information Theory we use in our analysis.2.1 Online Extrators and DispersersjjX � Y jj denotes the total variation distane between two distributions on the same domain 
:jjX � Y jj def= 12P!2
 jX(w) � Y (w)j = maxT�
 jX(T ) � Y (T )j. Given a distribution X on 
 anda funtion f : 
! 
0 we denote by f(X) the distribution indued by X and f on 
0. Ut denotesthe uniform distribution on f0; 1gt. H1(X) = minw2
(log(1=X(!))) denotes the min-entropy of adistributionX on 
. An (n; d;m) funtion is a funtion of the form f : f0; 1gn�f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm;we nikname its �rst input \the input" and its seond input \the seed".De�nition 1 (Extrator [NZ96℄) An (n; d;m) funtion E is alled a (k; �)-extrator, if for everydistribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k, jjE(X;Ud)� Umjj < �.De�nition 2 (Disperser [Sip88℄) An (n; d;m) funtion D is alled a (k; �)-disperser, if for everydistribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k, and for every subset T � f0; 1gm of size at least �2m,Pr(D(X;Ud) 2 T ) > 0.We study online extrators and online dispersers { ones that are omputable by spae-bounded one-pass algorithms. We onsider two variants of suh algorithms: single-seed algorithms and all-seedsalgorithms:De�nition 3 (Online extrators/dispersers) An algorithm A is alled a single-seed one-passalgorithm for an (n; d;m) funtion f , if given one-way aess to an input x 2 f0; 1gn and one-wayaess to a seed r 2 f0; 1gd, it outputs f(x; r) on a one-way output tape.1 A is alled an all-seedsone-pass algorithm for f , if given one-way aess to an input x 2 f0; 1gn, it outputs f(x; r) for allr 2 f0; 1gd on 2d one-way output tapes.1The one-way aess to the seed is required for the lower bound for strong extrators, where the seed may bevery long. For the standard senario, where the seed is muh shorter than the input, we an relax the de�nition byallowing two-way aess to the seed; this would hange our lower bounds by only an additive fator of d.4



The spae of an algorithm is de�ned to be the binary logarithm of the number of possible on�g-urations the algorithm has. Eah on�guration onsists of the mahine's state and the ontents ofthe work spae. Hene, the maximum number of on�gurations an S-spae mahine has is 2S .Bar-Yossef, Goldreih, and Wigderson [BGW99℄ proved spae lower bounds for all-seeds one-passalgorithms for dispersers. Our results show that for extrators their spae lower bound holds evenfor single-seed one-pass algorithms, but for dispersers there are substantially more spae-eÆientsingle-seed one-pass algorithms.Theorem 4 (Bar-Yossef, Goldreih, Wigderson [BGW99℄) De�ne t def= dn=(n � k)e. LetD : f0; 1gn�f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm be a (k; �)-disperser with � < 1=t. Then, for all integers 1 � p � 2d,any all-seeds one-pass algorithm for D that writes to at most p output tapes simultaneously requiresspae S � m� d� p� 1� log t� log(1=1 � �t)The original de�nition of extrators in [NZ96℄ is stronger than the one in De�nition 1. Loosely,E is a (k; �) strong extrator if for any distribution X with H1(X) � k, all but an � fration ofthe seeds are good for X. Where a seed y is good for X if the distribution E(X; y) is �-lose touniform. This requirement is essentially equivalent to the following de�nition:De�nition 5 (Strong extrator) An (n; d;m) funtion E is alled a (k; �) strong extrator, iffor every distribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k, jjE(X;Ud) Æ Ud � Um+djj < � (where the twoourrenes of Ud refer to the same variable).In a similar manner, strong dispersers may be de�ned as follows:De�nition 6 (Strong disperser) An (n; d;m) funtion D is alled a (k; �) strong disperser, iffor every distribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k, and for every subset T � f0; 1gm+d of sizeat least �2m+d, Pr(D(X;Ud) Æ Ud 2 T ) > 0 (where the two ourrenes of Ud refer to the samevariable).It is interesting to note that all our upper bounds for online extrators are exhibited by strongextrators. In ontrast, our onstrution of spae-eÆient online dispersers allows almost all of theseeds to be \bad" for a spei� soure.2.2 Online Universal Hash FuntionsDe�nition 7 (Universal hash funtions [CW79℄) A family of funtions H = fh : f0; 1gn !f0; 1gmg is alled a universal family of hash funtions, if for every x 6= x0 2 f0; 1gn, Prh2H(h(x) =h(x0)) � 1=2m.There are expliit onstrutions of universal hash funtions of size 2O(n+m) that are logspae om-putable. For example, the Toeplitz family (f. [Gol97℄) is of size 2n+m�1.We study online hash funtions { ones that are omputable by spae-bounded one-pass algorithms:5



De�nition 8 (Online universal hash funtions) An algorithm A is alled a one-pass algo-rithm for a family of hash funtions H = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmg, if given one-way aess toa (desription of a) funtion h 2 H and one-way aess to an input x 2 f0; 1gn, A outputs h(x) ona one-way output tape.The Leftover Hash Lemma, due to Hastad, Impagliazzo, Levin, and Luby [HILL99℄, yields a on-strution of (strong) extrators from any universal family of hash funtions:Lemma 9 (Hastad, Impagliazzo, Levin, Luby [HILL99℄) Let H = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmgbe a universal family of hash funtions of size 2d. Then the funtion E : f0; 1gn�f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gmde�ned as E(x; h) = h(x) is a (k; �) strong extrator for any k � n and for � � 2(m�k)=2�1.Therefore, our spae lower bounds for online extrators will diretly imply spae lower bounds foronline universal hash-funtions. In fat, a \almost" universal family of hash funtions are suÆientto onstrut extrators. Therefore, our lower bounds apply to suh families as well.De�nition 10 (�-almost universal hash funtions) A family of funtions H = fh : f0; 1gn !f0; 1gmg is alled a �-almost universal family of hash funtions, if for every x 6= x0 2 f0; 1gn,Prh2H(h(x) = h(x0)) � �.Suh �-almost universal hash funtions still yield (strong) extrators using the following version ofthe Leftover Hash Lemma.Lemma 11 (Impagliazzo, Zukerman [IZ89℄) Let H = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmg be an ((1 +�2)=2m)-almost universal family of hash funtions of size 2d. Then the funtion E : f0; 1gn �f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm de�ned as E(x; h) = h(x) is a (k; �) strong extrator for any k � n suh that� � 2(m�k)=2.We note that the extrators based on universal hash funtions (e.g., the Toeplitz family), have seedlength O(n). Based on almost universal families, the seed length an be redued to O(m+ logn+log 1=�) (see e.g. [GW94℄).2.3 Online Error-Correting CodesLet IFq be a �eld of size q. An (n; k; d)q error-orreting ode (ECC) is a subset C � IFnq of sizeqk, suh that for every two distint odewords w;w0 2 C, the Hamming distane between w andw0 (i.e., jfi j wi 6= w0igj) is at least d. n is alled the ode's length, k is its dimension, and d is itsminimum distane. k=n is the ode's rate and d=n is its relative minimum distane. An enodingfuntion, E : IFkq ! IFnq , maps every message to its enoding. A deoding funtion, D : IFnq ! IFkq ,maps every reeived (possibly orrupted) message to the origin of its losest odeword.De�nition 12 (Online error-orreting odes) Let C be an (n; k; d)q-ode. An algorithm Ais alled a one-pass enoding algorithm, if given one-way aess to a message x 2 IFkq it outputs6



E(x) on a one-way output tape. An algorithm B is alled a one-pass deoding algorithm, if givenone-way aess to a reeived message w 2 IFnq , it outputs D(w) on a one-way output tape.2.4 Tools from Information TheoryThroughout this paper we use several tools from information theory and oding theory. We brieysurvey them below.Shannon's (binary) entropy is de�ned as H(X) = Ew2X(log(1=X(!))), where the log is to the baseof 2. Two basi properties of the entropy are the following (f. [CT91℄, Chapter 2):Proposition 13 (1) Entropy sub-additivity: for any two distributions X;Y , H(X;Y ) � H(X) +H(Y ).(2) Data proessing inequality: for any distribution X on 
 and any funtion f : 
 ! 
0,H(f(X)) � H(X).The following theorem (see [CT91℄, pages 488{489) onnets the variation distane between twodistributions and their entropy di�erene:Theorem 14 Let X;Y be two distributions on a set 
 with jjX � Y jj � 1=4. Then,jH(X) �H(Y )j � 2jjX � Y jj � (log j
jjjX � Y jj � 1)The following fat (due to Lawrene Ip [Ip01℄) onnets the entropy of a distribution on f0; 1g�m(all the binary strings of length at most m) to the expeted length of strings under the distribution:Proposition 15 Let X be a distribution over f0; 1g�m. Then,H(X) � E(jXj) +H(jXj) � E(jXj) + log(m+ 1)Proof. Sine H(X) � H(X j jXj) +H(jXj), it is enough to prove that H(X j jXj) � E(jXj).H(X j jXj) = mX̀=0H(X j jXj = `) Pr(jXj = `) � mX̀=0 `Pr(jXj = `) = E(jXj) 2A binary ode is a subset C � f0; 1g�. C is alled pre�x-free, if for every two odewords w;w0 2 C,w is not a pre�x of w0 and vie versa. Kraft's inequality (see [CT91℄, pages 82{83) provides aonstraint on the sizes of odewords in pre�x-free odes:Theorem 16 (Kraft's Inequality) For any �nite binary pre�x-free ode C, the odeword lengthsl1; : : : ; lm must satisfy the inequality mXi=1 12li � 17



For the extrator upper bounds, we will need to use binary error-orreting odes with very goodrate and distane properties (polynomial rate and almost 1=2 relative minimum distane). We nextshow a onstrution of suh odes that are eÆiently enodable.The Reed-Solomon (RS) ode is an (n; k; n� k + 1)q ode for q � n. We assoiate every vetor inIFkq with the orresponding degree k � 1 polynomial over IFq, whose oeÆients are the entries ofthis vetor. The enoding funtion is ERS(p) = (p(0); : : : ; p(n�1)) that assigns to p its evaluationson the �rst n elements of IFq (under some anonial order). Sine no two degree k� 1 polynomialsan agree on more than k � 1 elements, the ode has minimum distane n� k + 1.The Hadamard (H) ode is an (2k; k; 2k�1)2 ode that orresponds to the rows of the 2k � 2kHadamard matrix. That is, for every � 2 f0; 1gk , EH(�) = (h�; �1i; : : : ; h�; �2k i), where �1; : : : ; �2kare the bitstrings in f0; 1gk ordered lexiographially, and the inner produt is modulo 2.A onatenation of two odes, (n1; k1; d1)qk2 Æ(n2; k2; d2)q, is an (n1 �n2; k1 �k2; d1 �d2)q ode obtainedby enoding eah message by the �rst (\outer") ode and eah letter of the obtained odewordsby the seond (\inner") ode. Conatenation is a standard tehnique to onstrut good odesover small alphabets from good odes over large alphabets. By onatenating Reed-Solomon andHadamard odes one an ahieve good binary odes:Lemma 17 For every 0 <  < 1=2, and for every n whih is a power of 2, the onatenation of a(pn; 2pn+ 1;pn(1 � 2))pn Reed-Solomon ode with a (pn; 12 log n; pn2 )2 Hadamard ode givesa (n; pn logn+ 12 logn; n(12 � ))2 binary ode.3 Lower Bounds for Online ExtratorsWe present two versions of the lower bound: the �rst (Theorem 18) gives weaker bounds, but itsproof is intuitive and utilizes known fats from information theory; the seond (Theorem 19) isstronger, but its proof is more involved. We also show (Theorem 22) that an even stronger lowerbound holds for strong extrators.The basi idea behind both lower bounds is the following: we split every input x 2 f0; 1gn intot = n=(n � k) bloks of size n� k. A distribution Xi;� that is �xed to some string � 2 f0; 1gn�kon the i-th blok and uniform everywhere else has min-entropy k, and thus E(Xi;�; Ud) is �-loseto uniform. The algorithm, when reading the i-th blok of the input, annot know whether thesebits ontain some entropy or are totally �xed. Intuitively, this implies that the algorithm annotimmediately extrat the entropy of the i-th blok, if it exists, but rather has to wait for the i+1-stblok. However, at that point the algorithm \remembers" only S bits of the entropy of the i-thblok. It follows that the algorithm an extrat at most S bits of entropy from eah blok, andtherefore S � m=t.Both lower bounds hold only for extrators in whih � < 1=t. When the entropy is at most aonstant fration of n, this does not pose a strit restrition on the error. However, for extremelyhigh entropies (k � n� o(n)) this requires the error to be o(1). It remains open to hek whetherthis limitation is inherent or just an artifat of our proof.8



Theorem 18 Let t = dn=(n�k)e, and let E : f0; 1gn�f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm be a (k; �)-extrator with� < 1=4. Then any one-pass algorithm A that omputes E requires spaeS � mt � d� 2�(m+ log 1� � 1)� log(m+ 1)Proof. Let A be a one-pass algorithm that omputes E, and let S be the spae of A. We split anyinput x 2 f0; 1gn into t bloks: x1; : : : ; xt, eah (exept, maybe, for the last one) of length n� k.In the sequel we assume for simpliity of notation that the last blok is also of size n� k.For any input x 2 f0; 1gn and seed r 2 f0; 1gd, we divide the exeution of A on x and r into tphases: the i-th phase ends just before A starts to read the �rst bit of the i+ 1-st blok; the �rstphase starts at the �rst step of the algorithm; the last phase ends at the end of the exeution. Wedenote by yi(x; r) the bits A outputs during the i-th phase, by ri(x; r) the bits of the seed r it readsduring the i-th phase, and by i(x; r) the on�guration of A at the beginning of the i-th phase.Varying over all inputs x and seeds r, A may have at most 2S possible on�gurations at thebeginning of the i-th phase for any i � 2. For i = 1, it has only one possible on�guration at thebeginning of the �rst phase { the initial on�guration.For any blok i and string � 2 f0; 1gn�k , let Xi;� be a distribution on f0; 1gn whih is �xed to �on the i-th blok and uniform everywhere else. Clearly, H1(Xi;�) = k.In general, yi(x; r) is a deterministi funtion of xi; ri(x; r) and i(x; r). When piking inputsaording to Xi;�, all the inputs share the same i-th blok, and therefore yi(x; r) is a funtion onlyof ri(x; r) and i(x; r). We an thus write yi(x; r) = gi;�(i(x; r); ri(x; r)) for some funtion gi;�.We �rst show that there exists some blok i and an assignment � to this blok, suh that A outputsat least m=t bits in the i-th phase when running on (Xi;�; Ud):Claim 1 There exists a blok i and a string � 2 f0; 1gn�k, suh that E(jyi(Xi;�; Ud)j) � m=t.Proof. Sine the output of A is always of length m, then for any input x and any seed r,Pti=1 jyi(x; r)j = m. In partiular, if we hoose x 2 Un and r 2 Ud, we have, E(Pti=1 jyi(Un; Ud)j) =m. Therefore, there exists some i 2 f1; : : : ; tg, suh that E(jyi(Un; Ud)j) � m=t.We an think of the hoie of x 2 Un, as �rst piking xi 2 Un�k, and then piking the rest of thebits, x�i, from Uk. We denote by xi Æ x�i the n-bit string that has xi in its i-th blok and x�iin the rest of the bloks. Then, m=t � E(jyi(Un�k Æ Uk; Ud)j) = Exi2Un�k(E(jyi(xi Æ Uk; Ud)j)). Itfollows that there exists some assignment � 2 f0; 1gn�k for whih E(jyi(� Æ Uk; Ud)j) � m=t. 2De�ne Y i def= yi(Xi;�; Ud) and Ci def= i(Xi;�; Ud). The disussion above implies that there existssome funtion gi;� suh that Y i = gi;�(Ci; Ud). Therefore, H(Y i) = H(gi;�(Ci; Ud)) � H(Ci; Ud) �H(Ci) +H(Ud) � S + d.Let Y �i def= y�i(Xi;�; Ud), where y�i(x; r) are all the bits A outputs on x and r not during the i-thphase. Note that jy�i(x; r)j = m�jyi(x; r)j, and thus by Claim 1, E(jY �ij) � m(1� 1=t). In order9



to bound H(Y �i), we use Proposition 15 (see Setion 2.4): H(Y �i) � E(jY �ij) + log(m + 1) �m(1� 1=t) + log(m+ 1). We an now bound the entropy of Y def= E(Xi;�; Ud):H(Y ) = H(Y i; Y �i) � H(Y i) +H(Y �i) � S + d+m(1� 1=t) + log(m+ 1)Sine jjY �Umjj < � � 1=4, and sine the the funtion x log(1=x) is monotone inreasing for x � 1=2,we an apply Theorem 14 (see Setion 2.4) and obtain:jH(Y )�H(Um)j � 2�(log(2m=�)� 1) = 2�(m+ log(1=�) � 1)Sine H(Um) = m, this implies that: H(Y ) � m(1 � 2�) � 2�(log(1=�) � 1). Combining the upperand lower bounds on H(Y ), we obtain the desired lower bound on S. 2Theorem 19 Let t def= dn=(n � k)e, and let E : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm be a (k; �)-extratorwith � � 1=(2t2). Then any one-pass algorithm A that omputes E requires spaeS � m� dt� 1 � 2(1 + 1t� 1) log tProof. Let A be any one-pass algorithm that omputes E, and let S be the spae of A. We willuse the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 18.We de�ne a seed r to be i-bad for an input x, if the algorithm, when running on x and r, outputsmany more bits during the i-th phase than what it has in memory at the beginning of the phaseand what it reads from the seed during the phase:De�nition 20 (Good seeds and Bad seeds) A seed r 2 f0; 1gd is alled i-bad for an inputx 2 f0; 1gn, if jyi(x; r)j � Si + jri(x; r)j + 2 log t + 1, where Si = 0 for i = 1, and Si = S fori = 2; : : : ; t. Otherwise, r is i-good for x.We denote by Bi(x) the set of seeds that are i-bad for x. B(x) = Sti=1Bi(x) is the set of seedsthat are i-bad for x for some i. Equivalently, Gi(x) is the set of seeds that are i-good for x, andG(x) = Tti=1Gi(x) is the set of seeds that are i-good for x for all i.For any blok i and string � 2 f0; 1gn�k , let Xi;� be a distribution on f0; 1gn whih is �xed to � onthe i-th blok and uniform everywhere else. Clearly, H1(Xi;�) = k. The following lemma showsthat for all i and for all �, the expeted number of i-bad seeds for inputs hosen aording to Xi;�is small:Lemma 21For all i 2 f1; : : : ; tg, and for all � 2 f0; 1gn�k, Ex2Xi;�(jBi(x)j) < (1=(2t2) + �)2d.Proof. In the following we use the notation Xi;� interhangeably both for the distribution de�nedabove and for the support of this distribution (i.e., the subset of f0; 1gn onsisting of all stringswhose i-th blok is �). 10



Sine H1(Xi;�) � k, then jjE(Xi;�; Ud) � Umjj < �. Therefore, for all subsets T � f0; 1gm,jPry2Um(y 2 T )� Prx2Xi;�;r2Ud(E(x; r) 2 T )j < �.De�ne T def= fE(x; r) j x 2 Xi;�; r 2 Bi(x)g to be the set of all strings obtained by applying theextrator on an input from Xi;� and a bad seed for this input. We will show that jT j � 2m=(2t2).This would imply that Pry2Um(y 2 T ) � 1=(2t2), and therefore Prx2Xi;�;r2Ud(E(x; r) 2 T ) <1=(2t2) + �. Thus, Ex2Xi;�(jBi(x)j) = 2d � Prx2Xi;�;r2Ud(r 2 Bi(x)) � 2d � Prx2Xi;�;r2Ud(E(x; r) 2T ) < (1=(2t2) + �) � 2d, ompleting the proof.Let i1; : : : ; ìi be all the possible on�gurations of A at the beginning of the i-th phase (note that`i � 2Si). Reall that for inputs hosen aording to Xi;�, the output of A during the i-th phase,yi(x; r), is a funtion only of i(x; r) and ri(x; r): yi(x; r) = gi;�(i(x; r); ri(x; r)).For any on�guration ij, let us denote by Ri(ij) the set of seed sub-strings that A an read duringthe i-th phase on inputs x 2 Xi;�, given that A is in ij at the beginning of the phase (that is,Ri(ij) = fri(x; r) j x 2 Xi;�; r 2 f0; 1gd; i(x; r) = ijg). Note that Ri(ij) is a pre�x-free ode, sinefor any ri 2 Ri(ij), A, when being at ij and reading ri, starts its i+ 1-st phase; in partiular, anyfurther bits it reads from the seed annot belong to the i-th phase.We denote by Bi(ij) the seed sub-strings on whih A's exeution during the i-th phase is \bad";that is, Bi(ij) = fri 2 Ri(ij) j jgi;�(ij ; ri)j � Si + jrij + 2 log t + 1g. Sine Bi(ij) is a subset ofRi(ij) it is also a pre�x-free ode. For every u = 0; : : : ; d, let Biu(ij) be the set of strings in Bi(ij)of length u.For every j = 1; : : : ; `i, let Tj be the set of strings in T obtained from pairs (x; r) for whihi(x; r) = ij ; that is, Tj = fE(x; r) j x 2 Xi;�; r 2 f0; 1gd; i(x; r) = ij ; ri(x; r) 2 Bi(ij)g. Clearly,jT j �P`ij=1 jTj j.We further deompose Tj into d+ 1 sets, orresponding the possible lengths of the seed sub-stringread during the i-th phase: Tj;u = fE(x; r) j x 2 Xi;�; r 2 f0; 1gd; i(x; r) = ij ; ri(x; r) 2 Biu(ij)g.Clearly, jTjj �Pdu=0 jTj;uj.On every pair (x; r) that reates a string y(x; r) in Tj;u, A outputs at least Si + u + 2 log t + 1bits during the i-th phase. We deompose eah string y 2 Tj;u into two parts: y1 { the �rstSi + u + 2 log t + 1 bits output during the i-th phase, and y2 { all the rest. This indues thefollowing deomposition of Tj;u: T 1j;u = fy1 j y 2 Tj;ug and T 2j;u = fy2 j y 2 Tj;ug. Clearly,jTj;uj � jT 1j;uj � jT 2j;uj � jBiu(ij)j � 2m�Si�u�2 log t�1.
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We thus obtain: jT j � `iXj=1 jTj j � `iXj=1 dXu=0 jTj;uj� `iXj=1 dXu=0 jBiu(ij)j � 2m�Si�u�2 log t�1= 2m�Si�2 log t�1 � `iXj=1 dXu=0 jBiu(ij)j � 2�u� 2m�Si�2 log t�1 � `i � 2m2t2where the next to the last inequality follows from Kraft's inequality and the fat that Bi(ij) is apre�x-free ode, and the last inequality follows from the fat that `i � 2Si . 2Sine the lemma holds for every �xing � of the i-th blok, it follows that it holds also whenpiking x 2 Un. That is, Ex2Un(jBi(x)j) < (1=(2t2) + �)2d. Therefore, by Markov's inequality, formore than a 1 � 1=t fration of the x 2 f0; 1gn, jBi(x)j < (1=(2t) + �t)2d. Applying the unionbound, there is an x 2 f0; 1gn for whih jBi(x)j < (1=(2t) + �t)2d for all i = 1; : : : ; t. Therefore,jB(x)j �Pti=1 jBi(x)j < (1=2 + �t2)2d � 2d. This implies that jG(x)j = 2d � jB(x)j � 1; that is, xhas at least one good r. We now obtain for y = E(x; r):m = jyj = tXi=1 jyi(x; r)j � tXi=1 Si + jri(x; r)j+ 2 log t= (t� 1)S + tXi=1 jri(x; r)j+ 2t log t = (t� 1)S + d+ 2t log tThe theorem follows. 2For strong extrators a stronger lower bound holds:Theorem 22 Let t def= dn=(n � k)e, and let E : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm be a (k; �) strongextrator with � � 1=(2t2). Then any one-pass algorithm A that omputes E requires spaeS � mt� 1 � 2(1 + 1t� 1) log tProof sketh. The proof is almost idential to the proof of Theorem 19. The main di�erene isin the de�nition of bad seeds: a seed r 2 f0; 1gd is i-bad for an input x 2 f0; 1gn, if jyi(x; r)j �Si + 2 log t+ 1 (i.e., without the jri(x; r)j part).We next show that Lemma 21 holds for strong extrators even with this weaker de�nition of badseeds. The proof is pratially the same, exept for the following: we de�ne T def= fE(x; r) Æ r j x 212



Xi;�; r 2 Bi(x)g, and show that jT j � 2m+d=(2t2). Sine jjE(Xi;�; Ud)ÆUd�Um+djj < �, an identialargument to the one in the proof of Lemma 21 shows that this implies that Ex2Xi;�(jBi(x)j) <(1=(2t2) + �)2d.In order to prove the bound on jT j, we go along the same lines of the proof of Lemma 21. Thebound on the size of Tj;u is done di�erently: we deompose eah string y Æ r 2 Tj;u into four parts:y1 { the �rst Si + 2 log t+ 1 bits of y output during the i-th phase, y2 { the rest of the bits in y,r1 { the u bits of the seed read during the i-th phase, and r2 { the rest of the seed bits. We de�neT 1j;u = fy1 Æ r1 j y Æ r 2 Tj;ug and T 2j;u = fy2 Æ r2 j y Æ r 2 Tj;u. Note that jT 1j;uj � jBiu(ij)j and thatjT 2j;uj � 2m�Si�2 log t�1+d�u. Continuing the argument of Lemma 21, we obtain jT j � 2m+d=(2t2),as desired.An idential averaging argument shows that there exists at least one input x 2 f0; 1gn and at leastone seed r 2 f0; 1gd, suh that r is i-good for x for all i (under the stronger de�nition of goodness).This implies that:m = jE(x; r)j = tXi=1 jyi(x; r)j � tXi=1 Si + 2 log t = (t� 1)S + 2t log tThe theorem follows. 24 Lower Bounds for Online HashingSine universal and almost universal hash funtions imply strong extrators (Lemma 9 and Lemma 11)we an immediately dedue spae lower bounds for online hashing from Theorem 22:Theorem 23 Let H = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmg be a 2d-sized universal family of hash funtionswith m � n� 4 log n. De�ne k = dm+ 4 log ne and t = dn=(n� k)e. Then any one-pass algorithmA for H requires spae S � mt� 1 � 2(1 + 1t� 1) log tProof. By Lemma 9, H an be viewed as a (k; �) strong extrator E : f0; 1gn�f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm forany � � 2(m�k)=2�1. We hoose � = 2(m�k)=2�1 and obtain for our hoie of k, � � 1=(2n2) � 1=(2t2).Every one-pass algorithm A for H is e�etively also a one-pass algorithm for E, beause A getsx 2 f0; 1gn (the input) and h 2 f0; 1gd (the seed) on one-way inputs tapes and outputs h(x) (theoutput) on a one-way output. We an thus apply Theorem 22, and obtain:S � mt� 1 � 2(1 + 1t� 1) log t 2
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Theorem 24 Let H = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmg be a 2d-sized (1+�2)=2m-almost universal family ofhash funtions with � < 1=2 satisfying dm+ 2 log(1=�)e � n(1�p2�). De�ne k = dm+ 2 log(1=�)eand t = dn=(n� k)e. Then any one-pass algorithm A for H requires spaeS � mt� 1 � 2(1 + 1t� 1) log tProof. The proof is almost idential to the previous one. By our hoie of k, � � 2(m�k)=2.Therefore, we an apply Lemma 11 to view H as a (k; �) strong extrator E : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gd !f0; 1gm. Sine k = dm+ 2 log(1=�)e � n(1�p2�), then � � 1=(2t2). Thus, we an apply the spaelower bound for strong extrators, and obtain:S � mt� 1 � 2(1 + 1t� 1) log t 2Remark 25 A somewhat strange aspet of Theorem 23 and Theorem 24 is that the bounds on Smay deteriorate when the output size m inreases. Suh anomalies disappear when we onsiderstronger notions of hashing suh as pair-wise independene: H = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmg isa family of pair-wise independent hash funtions if for every x 6= x0 2 f0; 1gn, and for everyy; y0 2 f0; 1gm, Prh2H(h(x) = y ^ h(x0) = y0) = 1=22m. Observe that for every m0 < m, the familyH 0 = fh0 : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm0g, where h0(x) is the m0-bit pre�x of h(x), is also a family of pair-wiseindependent hash funtions. The spae required for online evaluation of H 0 is a lower bound for thespae required for online evaluation of H.5 Upper Bounds for Online Extrators and Online HashingWe give several onstrutions of extrators that an be omputed by one-pass algorithms in spaethat almost mathes our lower bounds. These onstrutions over many settings of the parameters(i.e. the input min-entropy, the output length and the seed length).The simplest bounds on the online evaluation of extrators for \low" min-entropies (e.g., k � n=2)an be obtained by universal hashing and almost universal hashing. In the \right model" (e.g., thatof branhing programs), the universal hashing extrators may use spae that is optimal up to anadditive fator of O(1)! The disadvantage of these extrators is their large seed length. We thereforeshow a areful implementation of the extrators of Trevisan and of Raz et al. [Tre99, RRV99℄, thatan be evaluated in almost optimal spae. Note that these extrators may simultaneously have alarge output and a relatively small seed length.To math the lower bounds for \high" min-entropy extrators, we give a spae-eÆient implemen-tation of random walks on expanders based on the ideas of [BGW99℄.
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5.1 Upper Bound for Low EntropiesUniversal Hashing The simplest bound on the online evaluation of extrators for \low" min-entropies (e.g., k � n=2) an be obtained by universal hashing.Theorem 26 For all integers m < k < n, and � � 2(m�k)=2�1, there exists a (k; �)-extrator E :f0; 1gn�f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gd+m that an be evaluated by a one-pass algorithm with spae m+O(logn).Proof. Set d = m �n and interpret the seed r of E as an m by n Binary matrix Mr. The extratorE is de�ned by E(x; y) = Mr Æ (Mr � x). Sine matrix multipliation is a family of universal hashfuntions, Lemma 9 implies that E is indeed a (k; �)-extrator. The one-pass algorithm A thatevaluates E starts by initializing m one-bit variables y1; : : : ; ym to 0. These variables are to holdthe m-bit value (Mr � x) by the end of the omputation. A reads the bits of x one by one. Afterreading the i'th bit xi (and storing it instead of xi�1), A reads the olumn Mr(i; �). When Mr(i; j)is read, A set yj  yj+(Mr(i; j) �xi), writes Mr(i; j) to the output and erases it from the memory.Finally, after reading x and Mr ompletely, A writes y1; : : : ; ym to the output. 2Remark 27 Note that for k � n=2 (assuming that � � 1=8) the spae of A is optimal up to theadditive O(logn) fator. In fat, in the \right model" (e.g., of branhing programs), A would onlyuse spae m+O(1) that would be optimal up to an additive fator of O(1).As mentioned above, the seed length of extrators that are based on hashing an be redued usingalmost universal hashing.Theorem 28 For all integers k < n, and every � > 0, there exists a (k; �)-extrator E : f0; 1gn �f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gd+m, with m = k � 2 log 1=� � O(1) and d = O(m + logn=�) that an be evaluatedby a one-pass algorithm with spae O(d).Proof. The extrator E, required to prove the theorem is de�ned by E(x; h) = h Æ h(x), where his seleted from a ((1 + �2)=2m)-almost universal family of hash funtions, H. Lemma 11, impliesthat E is indeed a (k; �)-extrator. It remains to show that there exists suh a family of hashfuntions suh that: (1) Eah funtion is de�ned by a d-bit key with d = O(m+ logn=�). (2) Thefamily an be evaluated by a one-pass algorithm with spae O(d). Many suh families are alreadyknown in the literature. For ompleteness, we sketh the de�nition of a family that is based on the\evaluation" funtions of Shoup [Sho96℄:The familyH = fh : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gmg is de�ned using two familiesH 0 = fh0 : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm0gand H 00 = fh00 : f0; 1gm0 ! f0; 1gmg. The family H ontains all the funtions h that are omposedof two funtions h0 2 H 0 and h00 2 H 00 (that is 8x 2 f0; 1gn; h(x) = h00(h0(x))).The familyH 00 is an (essentially arbitrary) family of universal family of hash funtions. For example,we an take the Toeplitz family. To onlude that H is ((1 + �2)=2m)-almost universal it is enoughthat H 0 is (�2=2m)-almost universal. For example, using the \evaluation" funtions of Shoup [Sho96℄15



we an de�ne h0(x) for any x 2 f0; 1gn as follows: First interpret x as a degree n � 1 polynomialpx over GF (2m0). The m0-bit desription of h0 is interpreted as a value � = �(h0) 2 GF (2m0). Theoutput of h0 on x is � � px(�) 2 GF (2m0). By setting m0 = m + logn + 2 log(1=�) we obtain thedesired properties of H 0.A one-pass algorithm for H works as follows. Given h = h00 Æ h0 and x, the algorithm reads h andstores it in memory (O(m0 +m) bits). It also alloates two m0-bit variables: (1) a variable a tostore powers of � = �(h0); (2) a variable p to store the evaluation px(�). a is initially set to 1 andp is set to 0. The algorithm then starts to read the bits of x one by one. When reading xi, if it is1, the algorithm sets p  p + a, where the addition is in the �eld GF (2m0). The algorithm thensets a  a � �, where again the multipliation is in GF (2m0). When done reading x, p ontainspx(�). The algorithm an then ompute � � px(�) and h00(� � px(�)). Note that the evaluation of h00requires only O(m0) spae beause its domain is of size m0. The total spae used by this algorithmis O(m0) = O(m+ log(n=�)). 2Trevisan/RRV Extrators The disadvantage of the hashing based extrators de�ned above isthat their seed length is rather large. Here we show that Trevisan's extrators [Tre99℄ and theirextensions by Raz, Reingold, and Vadhan [RRV99℄ an also be omputed by a one-pass algorithmwith spae that is lose to math our upper bounds. More spei�ally, we show that the extratorsof [RRV99℄ using the weak designs of Hartman and Raz [HR00℄, an be omputed by a one-passalgorithm with spae m + O(d). For k � n=2, this mathes the lower bound up to an additivefator of O(d). We note that these extrators an extrat the entire entropy of the soure usingpoly(log(n=�)) bits. We also note that these extrators are strong extrators. This is true for all theextrators used for upper bounds in this paper (that is, the extrators based on hashing desribedabove and the extrators for high min-entropy desribed below).Trevisan's onstrution is based on error-orreting odes and designs. Raz, Reingold and Vadhan[RRV99℄ improve Trevisan's onstrution for some setting of the parameters by using weak designsinstead of designs. A family of m subsets S1; : : : ; Sm � [d℄ is alled a weak (`; �)-design, if forall i, jSij = `, and Pj<i 2jSi\Sj j � �(m � 1). We will use the expliit family of weak designs ofHartman and Raz [HR00℄; for these designs there is an O(logm)-spae algorithm that given anindex 1 � i � m, outputs Si.Given n, � > 0, k � n, and m � k=2, the Trevisan/RRV onstrution uses any eÆiently enodable(n; n; (12 + �m )n) binary ode C with n = poly(n=�) and a (log n; (k � O(log(m=�) + d))=m) weakdesign S1; : : : ; Sm with d = O(log2(n=�) log k). For an input x 2 f0; 1gn and a seed r 2 f0; 1gd,the value of the extrator is E(x; r) = (x(rjS1); : : : ; x(rjSm)), where x is the enoding of x under C,x(j) is the j-th oordinate of x, and rjSi is the projetion of r on the oordinates designated by Si.We will show that if the binary ode used in the onstrution is the onatenation of Reed-Solomonand Hadamard and the weak designs are those of Hartman-Raz, then the Trevisan/RRV extratoran be omputed spae eÆiently in one pass. A similar (slightly weaker) onstrution was suggestedby D. Sivakumar [Siv01℄.Theorem 29 The Trevisan/RRV onstrution with onatenated Reed-Solomon and Hadamardode and the Hartman-Raz weak designs is omputable by an m+O(d) spae one-pass algorithm.16



Note that for k � n=2, this onstrution is optimal up to an additive fator of O(d).Proof. De�ne  def= �=m, and let n � 
(n2=(2 log2 n)) be a power of 2. Let q def= pn. The ode weuse is a onatenation of a (q; 2q+1; q(1�2))q Reed-Solomon ode with a (q; log q; q=2)2 Hadamardode. Every input x is assoiated with a polynomial of degree h def= n=(log q) � 1 over IFq. Let usdenote by x0; : : : ; xh 2 IFq the oeÆients of this polynomial. Every oordinate of the odeword xis assoiated with a pair (a; �) where a 2 IFq and � 2 f0; 1glog q. x(a; �) = hPhj=0 xjaj ; �i, wherethe summation and the produt are in the �eld IFq and the inner produt is modulo 2. Sine qis a power of 2, the summation in IFq is equivalent to bitwise xor in f0; 1glog q. This implies thathPhj=0 xjaj; �i =Phj=0 hxjaj ; �i.The algorithm starts by initializingm one-bit variables y1; : : : ; ym to 0. These variables are to holdthe m-bit output of the extrator by the end of the omputation.The algorithm then reads the seed r and stores it in memory. At any given point, our algorithman use the Hartman-Raz algorithm to ompute in spae O(logm) the projetion rjSi for any giveni 2 f1; : : : ;mg. This projetion spei�es a pair (ai; �i), whih determines the oordinate of x thatis supposed to onstitute the i-th bit of the output.The algorithm reads the oeÆients of the polynomial x one by one. Upon reading xj, it storesit in memory (O(log q) bits), and enumerates on i = 1; : : : ;m. For eah suh i, the algorithmomputes (ai; �i) from r, alulates hxjaji ; �ii and adds the result to yi (modulo 2). Note that theomputation an be arried out in O(logm+ log d+ log q) spae.In the end of the omputation yi ontains Phj=0 hxjaji ; �ii, whih is exatly the i-th bit of theextrator's output. The total spae used is m (for storing y1; : : : ; ym) plus O(d + logm + log d +log q) = O(d) (for storing the seed and for the omputations at eah iteration). 25.2 Upper Bound for High EntropiesFor the ase where both k and m are large, our upper bound is obtained using the Goldreih{Wigderson onstrution [GW94℄ whih is based on the Ajtai-Koml�os-Szemer�edi expander ideas[AKS87℄. We then disuss an upper bound for smaller output lengths using a watered down variantof [GW94℄ (in partiular, this variant does not employ expander graphs). In both ases we do notattempt to minimize the seed length (whih an be made muh shorter than what we state in theonstrutions).Fix n, � > 0, and +1n + (8 + ) log(1=�) � k � n, where  is some universal onstant (in ouronstrution,  � 34). Set m = (+ 1)k � n� (8 + ) log(1=�).We use a D-regular expander graph G on 2m nodes, whose seond eigenvalue (i.e., the seond largesteigenvalue of its adjany matrix) � satis�es �=D � �2=(4�2(n�k)=2). We obtain G by taking a powerp = O(n � k) + O(log(1=�)) of the Margulis-Gabber-Galil expander graph [Mar73, GG81, JM87℄.The degree D will thus be D = 2O(n�k)+O(log(1=�)).We further use a Toeplitz 2-universal family of hash funtions (f., [Gol97℄), H = fh : f0; 1gn�m !f1; : : : ;Dgg. Eah funtion in the family is represented by n�m+ 2 logD bits, and the funtions17



are logspae omputable.Eah input x 2 f0; 1gn of the extrator orresponds to a pair (u; i) where u 2 f0; 1gm is a node inG and i 2 f0; 1gn�m. Eah seed orresponds to a funtion h 2 H. E((u; i); h) is de�ned to be theh(i)-th neighbor of u in G. The length of the seed is thus d = O(n� k) +O(log(1=�)).We next present a spae-eÆient one-pass algorithm for E:Theorem 30 The Goldreih{Wigderson extrator is omputable by an O(n�k)+O(log(1=�)) spaeone-pass algorithm.It is easy to verify that for the setting of parameters in this theorem, O(n�k) = O(m=t). Therefore,the spae used by this algorithm is optimal up to a onstant fator.Proof. The algorithm we present is based on the spae-eÆient one-pass algorithm of Bar-Yossefet al. [BGW99℄ for omputing neighborhoods in the Margulis-Gabber-Galil expander.We enode eah input pair (u; i) as follows: we �rst put the index i and then the node u. Thealgorithm starts by reading i and the seed h and stores them in memory. Note that jij + jhj =O(n � k) + O(log(1=�)). It then omputes h(i) (with only O(log(n � k)) + O(log log(1=�)) spae)and stores it in memory.We now apply the one-pass algorithm of [BGW99℄ that omputes neighborhoods in (powers of) theMargulis-Gabber-Galil expander graph using small spae. Spei�ally, for omputing a neighbor inthe p-th power of the graph, their algorithm uses O(p) spae. In our ase p = O(n�k)+O(log(1=�)),and therefore the total spae used by our algorithm is O(n� k) +O(log(1=�)). 2Upper bound for smaller m The theorem above shows that the Goldreih{Wigderson extratoran be omputed with optimal spae (up to a onstant fator). In this onstrution the outputlength m is 
(n). Can we math the lower bound even for smaller m (whih should imply smallerspae)? As it turns out, a spae-eÆient onstrution with smaller length is even easier to obtain.One of the main observations of [GW94℄ is that any high min-entropy soure is also a \blok soure"(as de�ned by Chor and Goldreih [CG88℄). When the soure is divided into bloks of length athen eah one of these values ontains roughly a � (n � k) bits of \independent" randomness.2Extrating randomness from blok soures is muh easier than from general soures [NZ96℄ { sinethe randomness in eah one of the bloks is independent, it an also be extrated independently.This an be used for the following simpli�ed variant of [GW94℄ (that does not use expanders andhas a smaller output length):On input x 2 f0; 1gn and seed r 2 f0; 1gd, the (k;O(�)) extrator E �rst divides the input intobloks x = x1 Æ x2 Æ : : : xt0 , where eah blok is of length a = O((n� k) + logn=�) (we assume wlog.that all of the bloks are of equal length). The output of E is now de�ned as:E(x; r) def= r Æ E0(x1; r) ÆE0(x2; r) Æ : : : Æ E0(xt0 ; r);2The notion of a blok soure is is formally de�ned in Setion 6. In fat the onstrution skethed here is veryrelated to the onstrution of dispersers in Setion 6. 18



where E0 : f0; 1ga � f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm=t0 is an (a � (n� k)� O(log n=�); �) strong extrator. Notethat the spae needed for online omputation of E is roughly the one needed for online omputationof E0. Therefore the spae needed to evaluate E an be roughly m=t0 + O(log(n=�)), by taking E0to be one of the spae-eÆient extrators for small min-entropy.6 Upper Bound for Online DispersersIn this setion we onstrut online dispersers whih beat the lower bounds we give in Setion 3on online extrators. Reall that when k < n=2 any online extrator has to have spae roughlym� d. The spae in our disperser onstrution an be arbitrarily smaller (roughly m=t for any t).However, to ahieve suh small spae we use seeds of length O(t log n).The idea of the onstrution is best explained if we assume that the soure is a bit-�xing soure. Bythat we mean that n� k of the bits are �xed, and the remaining k bits are uniformly distributed.The �rst kind of bits are alled "bad bits" and the seond kind "good bits". For a parameter t,let 1 = i0 < i1 < � � � < it�1 < it = n + 1 be indies suh that in any interval [ij ; ij+1) there areexatly k=t good bits. If we know suh i's we an easily extrat many bits online using small spae.We simply run an online extrator on eah one of the bloks and onatenate the outputs. Eahappliation of an online extrator outputs only m=t bits, (where m is the total number of bits weoutput). Thus, the spae used by any appliation of the online extrator an be about m=t. Wean reuse this spae for the next appliation and thus the total spae of this onstrution is aboutm=t. By inreasing t we an arbitrarily redue the spae.In pratie, we do not know the indies that yield a partition with k=t good bits in eah blok. Wetherefore add more bits to the seed and use them to hoose random t� 1 indies. The rational isthat we will hit a "orret" hoie of indies with positive probability, and when that happens weextrat randomness from the soure. It follows that our onstrution is a disperser as we hit almostall outputs when hoosing "orret" indies.To extend the argument above from bit-�xing soures to general soures we use methods from[NZ96, SSZ98, Ta-96, Ta-98℄ to argue that any (general) soure "ontains" a sub-soure on whihit resembles a bit �xing soure in the sense that the onstrution outlined above works for suha sub-soure. Many previous extrators and dispersers onstrutions [NZ96, SZ99, SSZ98, Ta-96,Zu97, Ta-98, RSW00℄ take this route and start by "partitioning" a soure into a blok soure.6.1 Statement of ResultsWe will use the following notation. Given a distribution P and an event A with P (A) > 0 we de�nethe distribution (P jA) to be the distribution P onditioned on A, that is:(P jA)(x) = ( P (x)P (A) x 2 A0 x 62 AIn the following de�nition we onsider a variant of an extrator whih is only required to work19



orretly for some subset of its input.De�nition 31 (Sub-soure extrator) An (n; d;m) funtion E is alled a (k; �)-sub-soure ex-trator, if for every distribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k there are subsets X 0 � f0; 1gn andR0 � f0; 1gd suh that kE((XjX 0); (UdjR0))� Umk < �.A sub-soure extrator is not neessarily an extrator. For example it may be the ase that someelement in f0; 1gm gets a very large probability under E(X;Ud). However, a sub-soure extratoris a disperser as no set of size �2m is missed when onditioning on X 0 and R0, and removing thisonditioning an only derease the size of the missed sets. We onlude that:Lemma 32 Every (k; �)-sub-soure extrator is a (k; �)-disperser.The main theorem of this setion onstruts online sub-soure extrators whih beat the lowerbounds for online extrators proved in Setion 3.Theorem 33 Given any (�k; ��)-extrator �E : f0; 1g�n � f0; 1g �d ! f0; 1g �m that an be evaluated bya one-pass algorithm with spae �s and for every integer t, there exists a (k; �)-sub-soure extratorE : f0; 1gn � f0; 1gd ! f0; 1gm with k = t(�k + 2 log n+O(1)), � = t��, n = �n, d = (t� 1) log n+ t �dand m = t �m. Furthermore, E an be evaluated by a one-pass algorithm with spae s = �s+O(logn).The following orollary follows by plugging in the upper bound from Theorem 29.Corollary 34 For every n; k; � and integer t, there exists a disperser E : f0; 1gn�f0; 1gO(t log2(n=�) log k) !f0; 1gm for m = k �O(t log(n=�)). Furthermore, E an be evaluated by a one-pass algorithm withspae s = m=t+O(log n).Remark 35 Using the improvements suggested in Remark 42 we an redue d to (t � 1) log n +O(log2(n=�) log k) at the ost of enlarging s to m=t+O(log2(n=�) log k).In the remainder of this setion we desribe the onstrution, and prove its orretness in Lemma39. For the analysis, we will need the onept of blok soures.6.2 Blok SouresDe�nition 36 (Blok soures [CG88℄) A (k1; � � � ; kt)-blok soure is a distribution �X = (X1; � � � ;Xt),where Xj 2 f0; 1gnj and for every j 2 f1; � � � ; tg and xj+1 2 f0; 1gnj+1 ; � � � ; xt 2 f0; 1gnt :H1(Xj j Xj+1 = xj+1; � � � ;Xt = xt) � ktA (t; k)-blok-soure is a (k; k; � � � ; k) (t times) blok soure.20



We all eah Xj a blok. Intuitively this de�nition means that eah Xj ontains k bits of randomnesswhih are not ontained in any of the other bloks. In partiular, any (t; k)-blok soure has tkbits of min-entropy.Given a string x 2 f0; 1gn we use the notation x[i;j℄ for i < j to denote the sequene xi; xi+1; � � � ; xj�1.De�nition 37 For a distribution X on f0; 1gn, we say that i1 < i2 < � � � < it�1 partition X intoa (t; k)-blok soure if the distribution X[1;i1℄;X[i1;i2℄;X[i2;i3℄; � � � ;X[it�1;n+1℄ is a (t; k)-blok soure.The following lemma shows that every soure of min-entropy k has a sub-soure whih an bepartitioned into a blok soure, where eah blok has min-entropy whih is not muh smaller thank=t. Suh lemmas are key omponents in some extrator and disperser onstrutions [NZ96, SZ99,SSZ98, Ta-96, Zu97, Ta-98, RSW00℄ and we use similar tehniques in the proof of the lemma.Lemma 38 For every distribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k and every integer t = O(k= log n)there is a subset X 0 � f0; 1gn and indies i1; � � � ; it�1 2 f1; � � � ; ng whih partition (XjX 0) into a(t; k0)-blok soure, for k0 > k=t� 2 log n� 3It should be noted that whereas most of the previous work [NZ96, SSZ98, Ta-96, Ta-98℄ onentratedon t = O(log n), we are also interested in larger t's, and the lemma is appliable for t = O(k= log n).We prove Lemma 38 in Setion 6.56.3 The ConstrutionWe now show how to onstrut an online (k; �)-sub-soure extrator whih uses small spae. Theonstrution is given an integer t as a parameter, and let k0 be as in Lemma 38. Our onstrutionwill use as an ingredient a (�k; ��)-extrator �E : f0; 1g�n � f0; 1g �d ! f0; 1g �m,(for �k = k0 and �n = n)that an be evaluated by a one-pass algorithm with spae �s. (We will later plug-in one of ourextrator onstrutions from Setion 5 to obtain a onrete onstrution).Algorithm sub-soure extratorInput:� soure element: x 2 f0; 1gn� seed: r 2 f0; 1gd for d = (t � 1) log n + t �d. We hoose to interpret this r as `1; � � � ; `t�1 2f0; 1glog n and y1; � � � ; yt 2 f0; 1g �d where the order in whih these strings are given is`1; y1; `2; y2; � � � ; `t�1; yt�1; ytWe de�ne `0 = 1 and `t = n+ 1
21



Output: z1; � � � ; zt 2 f0; 1g �m, where for every j, zj = �E(x[lj�1;lj ℄; yj).3 (If for some j, lj�1 � lj ,the output zj is �xed arbitrarily).We now show that this omputation an be arried out by a one-pass algorithm with spae �s +O(log n). The algorithm maintains a ounter j 2 f1; � � � ; tg. It also uses variables p; ` 2 f0; 1glog nwhih we think of as representing numbers in f1; � � � ; ng for temporary storage. The algorithm hasadditional �s bits of memory whih it uses to run �E.Online implementation:Set p 1, j  0. While j < t the algorithm performs the following steps:� j  j + 1� If j = t set ` = n+1, otherwise read log n bits from the seed (representing `j) and store themin `.� If ` � p, pad the urrent output with arbitrary values to get an m-bit output, and halt.� Run �E reading ` � p bits from the soure (representing X[`j�1;`j ℄) and �d bits from the seed(representing yj). Whenever �E outputs a bit, we immediately output it.� p `The reader an verify that this algorithm omputes z1; � � � ; zt de�ned above when `0 < `1 < � � � < `t.6.4 The AnalysisWe now show that E is a (k; t��)-sub-soure extrator. For any distribution X on f0; 1gn withH1(X) � k, let X 0 and i1; � � � ; it�1 be as in Lemma 38. Let R0 = f`1; � � � ; `t�1; y1; � � � ; yt j `1 =i1; � � � ; `t�1 = it�1; y1; : : : ; yt 2 f0; 1g �dg. R0 is a subset of f0; 1gd.Lemma 39 kE((XjX 0); (UdjR0))� Umk < t��Let Zj denote the distribution over zj's when x is hosen aording to (XjX 0) and r is hosenaording to (UdjR0). Lemma 39 follows from the following lemma when j = t.Lemma 40 For every j 2 f0; : : : ; tg and for every zj+1; � � � ; zt 2 f0; 1g �m,k(Z1; � � � ; Zj j Zj+1 = zj+1; � � � ; Zt = zt)� Uj �mk < j��3Formally, we annot use �E on strings x of length smaller than n. In suh a ase we assume that the too shortx is padded with zeroes. Note that this an be done online, and that if x is hosen from a soure with k bits ofmin-entropy, the extrator will extrat randomness from the soure.
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Proof. We prove the lemma using indution on j. The statement trivially holds for j = 0, beauseboth distributions are distributions on a singleton set (the set that ontains the empty string).Therefore, the distane between the two distributions is 0.Assume, then, that the laim holds for some j; we will show it also holds for j+1. Let zj+2; � � � ; zt 2f0; 1g �m be arbitrary �xings. We will use the following easy fat.Fat 41 Let P and P 0 be distributions over a domain S, and let Q and fQ0sgs2S be distributionsover a domain T . Let Q0P 0 denote the distribution in whih an element t 2 T is hosen by hoosings aording to P 0 and hoosing t aording to Q0s. The following inequality holds:k(P;Q)� (P 0; Q0P 0)k � kP � P 0k+maxs2SkQ�Q0sk(in (P 0; Q0P 0) the two ourrenes of P 0 refer to the same variable).In our setup we take P 0 to be the distribution (Zj+1 j Zj+2 = zj+2; � � � ; Zt = zt) and P is U �m, thusthe domain S is f0; 1g �m. For every z 2 �m we take Q0z to be the distribution(Z1; � � � ; Zj j Zj+1 = z; Zj+2 = zj+2; � � � ; Zt = zt)The distribution Q is Uj �m. The lemma now follows from the following two laims sine the distri-bution (Q0P 0 ; P 0) is the same distribution as (Z1; � � � ; Zj+1 j Zj+2 = zj+2; � � � ; Zt = zt).Claim 1 kP � P 0k < ��Claim 2 For every z 2 f0; 1g �m, kQ�Q0zk < j��.The �rst laim follows beause for every zj+2; � � � ; zt, let xj+2; � � � ; xt and yj+2; � � � ; yt be arbitraryvalues suh that for j + 2 � a � t, �E(xa; ya) = za. We have that:H1(X[ij ;ij+1℄ j X 0; Zj+2 = zj+2; � � � ; Zt = zt) �H1(X[ij ;ij+1℄ j X 0;X[ij+1;ij+2℄ = xj+2; Yj+2 = yj+2; � � � ;X[it�1;n+1℄ = xt; Yt = yt) =H1(X[ij ;ij+1℄ j X 0;X[ij+1;ij+2℄ = xj+2; � � � ;X[it�1;n+1℄ = xt) � k0The equality follows beause (XjX 0) is independent of (Yj+2; � � � ; Yt). The last inequality followsbeause (XjX 0) is a blok soure. Sine �E is a (k0; ��)-extrator we have that:k(Zj+1 j Zj+2 = zj+2; � � � ; Zt = zt)� U �mk < ��The seond laim follows from the indution hypothesis. 2Remark 42 Our onstrution gives a tradeo� between the seed length and spae. (We get roughlysd � m logO(1) n). Suppose we �x s; an we redue d below m=s? While we do not know the answerto this question in general, we an redue the seed in the following ways:23



Instead of inluding y1; � � � ; yt we an inlude only y1 in the seed, and take eah yj for j > 1 fromzj. In fat, this is the standard way in whih blok-soures are used: One extrats bits from the�rst blok and uses (some of) them to extrat bits from the next blok. The proof will go on almostunhanged, with the exeption that the seed we are using in step j is only lose to uniform. Still,this error is only added to the �nal error. We get d = �d+ (t� 1) log n. This adds O( �d) bits to thespae as we have to store �d bits of the output of step j, to use them as seed for the extrator of stepj + 1. An alternative solution to this problem is to require that �E is a strong extrator and use thesame y1 for all bloks.To further redue the seed we will have to use less random bits to hoose the partition. In [SSZ98,Ta-98℄ it was shown that any soure with min-entropy n
(1) an be partitioned into a (�(log n);n
(1))-blok soure by a family of only nO(1) di�erent partition. (Note that there are n
(log n) di�erentpartitions of n bits into �(log n) bloks). However, the methods of [SSZ98, Ta-98℄ do not workwhen t >> log n, and we need to split into t >> log n bloks to get sd = o(m).Another natural strategy is to use randomness from the soure to get `2; � � � ; `t�1 in a way similarto our �rst suggestion. This does not seem to work as eah suh `j an be only guaranteed to belose to uniform, and this does not suÆe for our proof.6.5 Proof of Partitioning LemmaPartitioning a general soure into a blok soure is a ommon strategy to onstrut extrators anddispersers [NZ96, SZ99, SSZ98, Ta-96, Zu97, Ta-98, RSW00℄. We are interested in \large" t, anddo not are if X 0 is small. We prove Lemma 38 by tailoring tehniques from previous work to thissetup.We need the following de�nition.De�nition 43 Let X and X 0 be subsets of f0; 1gn suh that X 0 � X. We all X 0 an i-projetionof X if there is a set A � f0; 1gn+1�i suh that X 0 = fx 2 Xjx[i;n+1℄ 2 Ag. We will say that Ade�nes X 0 in X.If X 0 is an i-projetion of X, then if we already know that x 2 X, whether or not x 2 X 0 onlydepends on the last n+ 1� i indies of x.We start by proving Lemma 38 for two bloks. We will use the following lemma reursively topartition to many bloks.Lemma 44 For every distribution X on f0; 1gn with H1(X) � k and every integer u < k �2 log n� 3, there is a subset X 0 � f0; 1gn and index i 2 f1; � � � ; ng, suh that:� (X[1;i℄;X[i;n+1℄jX 0) is a (u; k � u� 2 log n� 3)-blok soure.� X 0 is an i-projetion of X. (Here we use X to also denote the support of the distribution X).24



Proof. For a string x 2 f0; 1gn, we de�ne PXi (x) = PrX(X[i;n+1℄ = x[i;n+1℄). We refer to thisquantity as the probability of x at i. Our �rst step is to identify an i and a large subset of X forwhih all strings have PXi (x) � 2�(k�u).Claim 3 There is an index i and a set X 0 � X suh that X 0 is an i-projetion of X, PrX(X 0) �1=2n and for every x 2 X 0, 2�(k�u) < PXi (x) � 2�(k�u�log n�2).Proof. (of laim) Note that for every x 2 X, the probability of x at 1 is at most 2�k. We nowde�ne: Si = fx 2 X j i is the largest index suh that PXi (x) � 2�(k�u�log n�2)g= fx 2 X j PXi (x) � 2�(k�u�logn�2); PXi+1(x) > 2�(k�u�log n�2)gThe sets fSigi2f1;��� ;ng partition X into n disjoint subsets. It follows that there exists an i suh thatPrX(Si) � 1=n. We de�ne: B = fx 2 Si j PXi (x) � 2�(k�u)gLet X 0 = Si nB. Note that PXi (x) and PXi+1(x) depend only on x[i;n+1℄ and therefore Si; B and X 0are i-projetions of X. We show that PrX(X 0) � 1=2n by showing that PrX(B) < 1=2n. Intuitivelystrings in B have low probability beause their probability "jumped" from above 2�(k�u�logn�2)at i+ 1 to below 2�(k�u) at i. Formally, let AB be the subset of f0; 1gn�i+1 that de�nes B in X,and for eah a 2 AB, let xa 2 B be a \representative" for whih xa[i;n+1℄ = a. Then,PrX (B) = Xx2B PrX (X = x) = Xa2AB PrX (X[i;n+1℄ = a) = Xa2AB Pr(X[i;n+1℄ = xa[i;n+1℄)= Xa2AB PrX (Xi = xai j X[i+1;n+1℄ = xa[i+1;n+1℄) � PrX (X[i+1;n+1℄ = xa[i+1;n+1℄)= Xa2AB PXi (xa)PXi+1(xa) � PrX (X[i+1;n+1℄ = xa[i+1;n+1℄)< 2�(k�u)2�(k�u�log n�2) Xa2AB PrX (X[i+1;n+1℄ = xa[i+1;n+1℄) � 14n � 2 = 12nwhere the last inequality follows from the fat that eah suÆx [i + 1; n + 1℄ is shared by at mosttwo a's in AB . 2To onlude the proof of the lemma we need to ompute the min-entropy of ((X[1;i℄ j X 0) j X[i;n+1℄ =a) for every a and of (X[i;n+1℄ j X 0). Note that for every distribution X and events E1; E2,((XjE1)jE2) = (XjE1; E2).Claim 4 Let A0 be the set that de�nes X 0 in X. For every a 2 A0, H1((X[1;i℄jX 0) j X[i;n+1℄ =a) � u.Proof. (of laim) For every w 2 f0; 1gi�1PrX (X[1;i℄ = w j X 0;X[i;n+1℄ = a) = PrX(X[1;i℄ = w;X 0;X[i;n+1℄ = a℄PrX [X 0;X[i;n+1℄ = a)25



Sine A0 de�nes X 0 in X and a 2 A0 then given that X[i;n+1℄ = a we already know that X 2 X 0 wethus have: = PrX [X[1;i℄ = w;X[i;n+1℄ = a℄PrX [X[i;n+1℄ = a℄ = PrX [X = (w Æ a)℄PrX [X[i;n+1℄ = a℄ � 2�k2�(k�u) = 2�uThe inequality follows beause H1(X) � k and beause a 2 A0. 2Claim 5 For every a 2 A0PrX [X[i;n+1℄ = ajX 0℄ = PrX [X[i;n+1℄ = a;X 0℄PrX [X 0℄ = PrX [X[i;n+1℄ = a℄PrX [X 0℄ � 2�(k�u�log n�2)1=2n = 2�(k�u�2 logn�3)The lemma follows. 2We now prove Lemma 38. We get the �nal partition by repeatedly partitioning the soure into twobloks. In every step we partition the last blok we generated. The argument is more subtle thanone expets at �rst glane. Every time we partition the last blok we also indue a new onditioningthat a�ets all previous bloks. Thus, we have to verify that onditioning on a smaller set does notspoil the bloks we previously generated.Proof. (of Lemma 38) We will use Lemma 44 repeatedly. At step r we have i1; � � � ; ir andX 0r � f0; 1gn suh that (X[1;i1℄;X[i1;i2℄; � � � ;X[ir;n+1℄jX 0r) is a (u; � � � ; u; k� r(u+2 log n+3))-bloksoure.For r = 1, this is the ase after we applied Lemma 44 one on X, hoosing i1 = i and X 01 = X 0.We now apply Lemma 44 on (X[ir;n+1℄jX 0r) to obtain ir < i � n and a subset X 0. We want toview X 0 as a subset of f0; 1gn. To do that we de�ne X 0r+1 = fx 2 X 0r j x[ir;n+1℄ 2 X 0g. We setir+1 = i and X 0r+1 = X 0. From Lemma 44 we have that X 0r+1 is an ir+1-projetion of X 0r. It alsofollows from the lemma that (X[ir;ir+1℄;X[ir+1;n+1℄ j X 0r+1) is a (u; k� (r+1)(u+2 log n+3))-bloksoure. However, we are not done. We have to verify that onditioning on X 0r+1 does not spoil ther previous bloks. We only know these bloks to be good when onditioning on X 0r. The ruialobservation is that we measure the randomness in these bloks onditioned on values of the nextbloks, and in partiular onditioned on values of X[ir+1;n+1℄. We are interested only in values ofX[ir+1;n+1℄ whih are in the set Ar+1 whih de�nes X 0r+1 in X 0r. Thus, having onditioned on thesevalues we already know that we are in X 0r+1 and the onditioning on X 0r+1 rather than X 0r hangesnothing.More formally, onsider an arbitrary blok X[ij ;ij+1℄ for j < r. We have that for x 2 X 0r:H1(X[ij ;ij+1℄ j X 0r;X[ij+1;n+1℄ = x[ij+1;n+1℄) � uWe would like this to hold also forX 0r+1. We know thatX 0r+1 is an ir+1-projetion ofX 0r and thus, forx 2 X 0r+1 the event X 0r;X[ij+1;n+1℄ = x[ij+1;n+1℄ is equal to the event X 0r+1;X[ij+1;n+1℄ = x[ij+1;n+1℄.We onlude that for every x 2 X 0r+1:H1(X[ij ;ij+1℄ j X 0r+1;X[ij+1;n+1℄ = x[ij+1;n+1℄) � u26



At step r = t�1 we have i1; � � � ; it�1 andX 0t�1 � f0; 1gn suh that (X[1;i1℄;X[i1;i2℄; � � � ;X[it�1;n+1℄jX 0t�1)is a (u; � � � ; u; k � (t� 1)(u+2 log n+3))-blok soure. Choosing u = k=t� 2 log n� 3 we get thatk � (t� 1)(u + 2 log n+ 3) � u and thus i1; � � � ; it�1 partition (XjX 0t�1) into a (t;u)-blok soure.27 Online Error-Correting CodesWe prove spae lower bounds for both online enoding and online deoding of error-orretingodes. We then show simple (almost) mathing upper bounds.7.1 Lower BoundsTheorem 45 Let C be an (n; k; d)q-ECC with enoding funtion E : IFkq ! IFnq . Then any one-passalgorithm A for E requires spaeS � k � dn � log q � log(k log q + 1)The intuition behind the proof is as follows: we divide eah odeword into n=d bloks of size d.We iteratively onstrut a hain of odeword sets C = F0 � F1 � � � � � Fn=d, suh that all theodewords in Fi share their last i bloks and suh that jFij=jFi+1j � (k + 1)2S . It follows thatjFn=dj � jCj=((k + 1)2S)n=d = 2k�(S+log(k+1))(n=d). On the other hand, neessarily jFn=dj � 1,implying the lower bound.The onstrution of the hain works by indutively extrating Fi from Fi�1 as follows. The enodingalgorithm has at most (k + 1)2S on�gurations (s; t), where s is a state of the algorithm and t isa loation on the input tape. Consider all the on�gurations of the algorithm right before startingto write the i-th from the last blok of the output on eah of the odewords in Fi�1. A fration ofat least 1=((k + 1)2S) of them share the same on�guration. We de�ne these to be the odewordsin Fi. By indution, all the odewords in Fi share their last i� 1 bloks. To show they share alsothe i-th from the last blok we use a ut & paste argument to show that otherwise there are twoodewords that di�er only in the last d � 1 bits of the i-th from the last blok, ontraditing thedistane property of the ode.Proof. We will prove the theorem for binary odes (q = 2); the proof for general q is very similar.Let A be any one-pass algorithm for C, and let S be the spae used by A.We divide every odeword w 2 C into t def= dn=de bloks, w1; : : : ; wt, eah (exept, maybe, for the�rst one) is of size d. For simpliity of exposition, we will assume that the �rst blok is also of sized.For any input message x 2 IFk2 , we divide the exeution of A on x into t+ 1 phases: the i-th phase(i = 0; : : : ; t�1) ends just before A outputs the �rst bit of the i+1-st blok of E(x); the �rst phasestarts at the �rst step of the algorithm; the last phase ends at the end of the exeution. We denote27



by xi the i-th blok of the input { these are the input bits read from x during the i-th phase. Also,denote by x<i the portions of x read prior to the i-th phase, and by x>i the parts of x read afterthe i-th phase.For an input x 2 IFk2 , let i(x) be the on�guration of A at the beginning of the i-th phase whenrunning on x.We next prove that for eah i we an �nd a large subset of the odewords that agree in their last ibloks:Lemma 46 For eah i = 0; : : : ; t, there exists a subset Fi � IFk2 of size at least 2k�(S+log(k+1))i,suh that all the odewords in E(Fi) agree in their last i bloks.Proof. The proof will work by indution on i.For i = 0, the statement trivially holds with F0 = IFk2. Assume, then, that the statement holds fori � 1 ; we will show that it holds also for i. In the sequel we de�ne j def= t � i + 1. Note that thej-th blok is the i-th blok from the end.The set Fi will be a subset of Fi�1. Consider the at most 2S possible on�gurations of A at thebeginning of the j-th phase. Let F i�1 be the set of messages x 2 Fi�1 for whih j(x) = . Furtherdivide F i�1 into (at most) k + 1 sets,F ;0i�1; : : : ; F ;ki�1, where F ;ri�1 onsists of the inputs x 2 F i�1 forwhih jx<j j = r (that is, exatly r bits are read from x prior to the j-th phase).We hoose Fi to be the largest among the sets fF ;ri�1g;  = 1; : : : ; 2S ; r = 0; : : : ; k. Sine jFi�1j �2k�(S+log(k+1))(i�1), then jFij � 2k�(S+log(k+1))(i�1)=(2S � (k + 1)) = 2k�(S+log(k+1))i.Sine all the odewords in E(Fi�1) agree in their last i� 1 bloks, and sine Fi is a subset of Fi�1,then also all the odewords in E(Fi) agree in their last i � 1 bloks. We are left to show that allthe odewords in E(Fi) agree in their j-th blok (the i-th blok from the end).Assume, to the ontradition, there are two inputs x; y 2 Fi, suh that xj 6= yj. De�ne the inputz = x<j Æ y�j; that is, z shares its �rst j � 1 bloks with x and its last t � j + 1 bloks with y.Sine jx<j j = jy<jj, z is indeed a legal input of length k. Sine zj = yj 6= xj, x and z are distint,and therefore E(z) and E(x) should di�er in at least d loations.It is easy to see that the �rst j � 1 bloks of E(z) are idential to the �rst j � 1 bloks of E(x)(beause x and z share the �rst j� 1 bloks). Furthermore, j(z) = j(x) = j(y). Therefore, sinez and y share the same on�guration at the beginning of the j-th phase and the same bits readfrom this phase and on, then they also share the same output from this point on: E(z)�j = E(y)�j .Reall that E(y)>j = E(x)>j , implying that E(z) and E(x) an di�er only in the j-th blok.By our de�nition of phases, the j-th phase begins immediately before the algorithm outputs the �rstbit of the j-th blok of the odeword. Therefore, all the inputs that share the same on�gurationat the beginning of the j-th phase, share also the same �rst output bit. It follows that the �rst bitin the j-th blok of E(x) and E(z) should be the same. This implies that E(x) and E(z) an di�erin at most d� 1 bits (the rest of the bits of the j-th blok), whih is a ontradition. 228



Applying Lemma 46 to i = t, we obtain that there is a subset Ft � IFk2 of size at least 2k�(S+log(k+1))t,suh that all the odewords in E(Ft) agree in their last t bloks. Sine the last t bloks of anyodeword is the whole odeword, then jFtj = jE(Ft)j = 1. We thus obtain,1 � 2k�(S+log(k+1))tThe theorem follows. 2Theorem 47 Let C be an (n; k; d)q-ECC with enoding funtion E : IFkq ! IFnq and deoding fun-tion D : IFnq ! IFkq . Then any one-pass algorithm for D requires spaeS � k � d� 12n � log q � log(k log q + 1)The proof is similar to the previous one. We divide eah reeived word w 2 IFnq into 2n=(d � 1)bloks of size (d� 1)=2. We divide the deoding of w, D(w), into 2n=(d� 1) orresponding bloks(not neessarily of equal size): the i-th blok of D(w) is the part of D(w) written to the outputtape while the deoding algorithm reads the i-th blok of w.We show that there exists a hain of odeword sets C = F0 � F1 � � � � � F2n=(d�1), suh that thedeodings of all the odewords in Fi share their �rst i bloks and suh that jFij=jFi+1j � (k+1)2S .As before, this implies the lower bound, sine jF2n=(d�1)j � 1.The onstrution of the hain of odeword sets is similar in avor to the one outlined in the proofof Theorem 45. The di�erene is that in order to reah a ontradition, we use a ut & pasteargument to onstrut a orrupted reeived word that deodes not to its losest odeword.Proof. As before, we prove the theorem for binary odes (q = 2). The proof for the general aseis very similar. We also assume that d = 2e+ 1 is odd, so deoding is unique.Let A be any one-pass algorithm for D, and let S be the spae used by A.We divide every reeived input message w 2 IFn2 into t def= dn=ee bloks, w1; : : : ; wt, eah (exept,maybe, for the last one) is of size e. For simpliity of exposition, we will assume that the last blokis also of size e.For any reeived input message w 2 IFn2 , we divide the exeution of A on w into t+ 1 phases: thei-th phase (i = 0; : : : ; t� 1) ends just before A reads the �rst bit of the i+1-st blok of w; the �rstphase starts at the �rst step of the algorithm; the last phase ends at the end of the exeution. Forx = D(w), we denote by xi the i-th blok of the deoded message { these are the bits of x outputduring the i-th phase. Also, denote by x<i the portions of x output prior to the i-th phase, and byx>i the parts of x output after the i-th phase.For a reeived input message w 2 IFn2 , let i(w) be the on�guration of A at the beginning of thei-th phase when running on w.We next prove that for eah i we an �nd a large subset of the odewords that agree in their �rsti bloks: 29



Lemma 48 For eah i = 0; : : : ; t, there exists a subset Fi � IFk2 of size at least 2k�(S+log(k+1))i, suhthat all the deoded messages in D(E(Fi)) agree in their �rst i bloks (i.e., 8x; y 2 Fi; D(E(x))�i =D(E(y))�i) and suh that the on�guration of A at the beginning of the i + 1-st phase on all theodewords in E(Fi) is the same (i.e, 8x; y 2 Fi; i+1(E(x)) = i+1(E(y))).Proof. The proof will work by indution on i.For i = 0, the statement trivially holds with F0 = IFk2 and the initial on�guration of A. Assume,then, that the statement holds for i� 1 ; we will show that it holds also for i.Denote by i the on�guration of A at the beginning of the i-th phase on the odewords in E(Fi�1).The set Fi will be a subset of Fi�1. Consider the at most 2S possible on�gurations of A at thebeginning of the i+1-st phase. Let F i�1 be the set of messages x 2 Fi�1 for whih i+1(E(x)) = .De�ne i+1 to be the on�guration  for whih the size of F i�1 is maximal. Fi will be a subset ofF i�1, and therefore i+1(E(x)) = i+1 for all x 2 Fi.We further divide F i�1 into (at most) k+1 sets, F ;0i�1; : : : ; F ;ki�1, where F ;ri�1 onsists of the messagesx 2 F i�1 for whih jD(E(x))�ij = r (that is, exatly r bits of x are output prior to the i + 1-stphase when running on the odeword E(x)). We hoose Fi to be the largest among the setsfF ;ri�1g; r = 0; : : : ; k. Sine jFi�1j � 2k�(S+log(k+1))(i�1), then jFij � 2k�(S+log(k+1))(i�1)=(2S � (k +1)) = 2k�(S+log(k+1))i.Sine all the deoded messages in D(E(Fi�1)) agree in their �rst i � 1 bloks, and sine Fi is asubset of Fi�1, then also all the deoded messages in D(E(Fi)) agree in their �rst i� 1 bloks. Weare left to show that all the deoded messages in D(E(Fi)) agree in their i-th blok.Assume, to the ontradition, there are two messages x; y 2 Fi, suh that D(E(x))i 6= D(E(y))i.Sine D(E(x))<i = D(E(y))<i and jD(E(x))�ij = jD(E(y))�ij, then neessarily jD(E(x))ij =jD(E(x))ij. This means that neither of the two strings D(E(x))i and D(E(y))i is a pre�x of theother.De�ne the following orrupted input message for the deoding algorithm: w = E(x)<i Æ E(y)i ÆE(x)>i. Note that the Hamming distane between w and E(x) is at most e < d=2, and thereforeD(w) = x. i(w) = i(E(x)) = i, beause w and E(x) share the �rst i� 1 bloks. It follows thati(w) = i(E(y)). But now, sine w and E(y) share the same on�guration at the beginning of thei-th phase and the same bits read during the i-th phase, then they also share the same output duringthe i-th phase. That is, D(w)i = D(E(y))i 6= D(E(x))i. It follows that D(w) 6= D(E(x)) = x (notethat here we ruially use the fat that neither of D(w)i and D(E(x))i is a pre�x of the other).This is a ontradition. 2Applying Lemma 48 to i = t, we obtain that there is a subset Ft � IFk2 of size at least 2k�(S+log(k+1))t,suh that all the odewords in E(Ft) agree in their �rst t bloks. Sine the �rst t bloks of anyodeword is the whole odeword, then jFtj = jE(Ft)j = 1. We thus obtain,1 � 2k�(S+log(k+1))tThe theorem follows. 230



7.2 Upper BoundsWe now give a onstrution of an error-orreting ode that mathes the enoding lower bound andalmost mathes the deoding lower bound. Our onstrution is a blok ode, in whih eah blokis enoded by the expander ode of Guruswami and Indyk [GI01℄. The Guruswami-Indyk ode is alinear-time enodable and deodable binary ode that has relative minimum distane Æ0 = 1=2 � �and rate R0 � �4= for any � > 0 ( is a universal onstant).For our onstrution, we �x n; k; d as parameters, with the restrition that k=n is not too large. Weset � = 4pk=n and de�ne  def= (d=n) � 1=(1=2� �). Our ode uses 1= bloks, eah of size k0 = k.Proposition 49 For every n; k; d with k=n � � < 1=(16), the above onstrution is an (n; k; d)2ode that has an O(k�(d=n))-spae one-pass enoding algorithm and an O(d)-spae one-pass deodingalgorithm.Proof. The rate of eah blok is k0=n0 = �4= = k=n. Therefore, our ode indeed has ode lengthn and message length k.The minimum distane in eah blok is (1=2� �) �n0 = (1=2� �) � k0 � (n=k) = d. Note that the totalminimum distane equals the minimum distane of a single blok, and therefore it is also d.The one-pass enoding algorithm simply reads eah blok at a time, stores it in main memory, andapplies the Guruswami-Indyk enoding algorithm. Sine their algorithm runs in linear spae (it runsin linear time), then the spae used by our algorithm is O(k0) = O(k) = O(k �(d=n) �1=(1=2��)) =O(k � (d=n) � 1=(1=2 � 4pk=n)). When k=n � � < 1=(16), this spae is O(k � (d=n)).The one-pass deoding algorithm reads eah blok (of length n0) of the reeived word at a time,stores it in main memory, and applies the Guruswami-Indyk deoding algorithm. This algorithmruns in linear spae (it runs in linear time), and therefore the total spae of our algorithm isO(n0) = O((n=k) � k0) = O(d) when k=n is small enough. 28 Conlusions and Open ProblemsThe most burning open problem following our work is whether the tradeo� exhibited in our onlinedisperser onstrution between the spae and the seed length (S � d � m) is the best possible. Infat, we have no lower bound on online dispersers. There are two natural approahes to redue theseed length in the upper bound (reall that we spend (t � 1) log n random bits on "partitioning"the soure): (1) use some of the randomness extrated from the soure in the partitioning proess;the main problem, however, is that this randomness is only lose to uniform, whih is not suÆientfor the urrent proof; (2) derandomize the hoie of the partition; this has already been ahievedfor t = O(log n) by [SSZ98℄ and later [Ta-98℄, and a disperser with Sd << m would follow if weould do it for t >> log n.We have not resolved so far the spae omplexity of online extrators for high entropies (k > n=2)that have a large error (� > (n � k)=n). Our lower bound proofs fail to imply anything for this31
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